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he Next Generation Science Standa¡ds
(NGSSþnow

in

development-will be
Fraruusorh for K 12 Scierce

based on A
Eùrcatíon released by the Nationaì Research
Council last summer. The NGSS will use four key ideas
fuom the Frameuorå: (1) a limited number of core ideas
of science, (2) the integration or coupling of core ideas
and scientifrc and engineering practices, (3) crosscutting
concepts, and (4) the development ofthe core ideas, scientiÊc practices, and crosscutting concepts over time.
In the December issue of The Scierce Tearhel Rodger
Bybee provided an overview of the ScientiÊc and Engineering practices and showed how they are a reûnement
and further a¡ticulation of what it means to do scientiÊc
inquiry in the science classroom (2011).
Tl:.e Frameunrhidentifies seven scientific and engineering practices that should be used in science classrooms.
These practices reflect the multiple ways in which scientists
explore and understand the wodd a¡d the multiple ways in
which engineers solve problems. 'I}ese practices include;
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Asking questions (for science) and deÊning problems
(for engineering)

Developing arrd using models
Plannìng and carr¡.'ing out investigations
.A.nalyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics, information and computer
technology, and computational thinking '

Constructing explanations (for science) and
designing solutions (for engineering)
Engaging in argument from evidence
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
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In this article, we look in-depth at scientilìc practice
#2*leveloping, evaluating, and revising scientifrc modphenomena-and what it means
for classroom teaching, Models provide scientists and
engineers with tools for thinking, to visualize and make
els to explain and predict

sense

ofphenomena and experience, or to develop possible

solutions to design problems (NRC 2011). Models a¡e
external representations of mental concepts. Models can
include diagrams, three-dimensional physical structures,
computer simulations, mathematical formulations, and
analogies. It is challenging for learners to understand that
all models only approximate and simplifu how the entities they represent work, yet models provide a powerful
tool ofexplaining phenomena. It's critical that a model be
consistent with the evidence that exists, and that different
models are appropriate in different situations depending
on what is being explained, Ifthe model cannot account
for the evidence, then the model should be abandoned
(Schwarz et al. 2009),
A Frameworh for K-12 Science Education states that
by the end ofthe 12th grade students should be able to:
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.
.

Construct drawings or diagrams as representations of
events or systems
Represent and explain phenomena with multiple
types of models and move flexibly between model
types when different ones are most useful for different purposes.
Discuss the limitations and precision of a model as
the represenfation ofa system, process, or design
and suggest ways in which the model might be improved to better fit available evidence or better reflect

design's specifrcations. Refine a model in light of
empirical evidence or criticism to improve its quality
and explanatory power,
Use (provided) computer simulations or simulations
developed with simple simulation tools as a tool for
understanding and investigating aspects ofa system,
particularly those not readily visible ø the naked eye.
Make and use a model to test a design, or aspects of a
a

.
.

des.ign, and to compare the effectiveness

ofdifferent

design solutions. (NRC 2011, p. 3-20).

What does this practic¿ mean for classroom instruction? What does it mean that the practices of modeling
will be blended with co¡e ideas? Perhaps the biggest

Drowing o model of qn odor.
lmûgine thot you hove o speciol instrument thot
ollows you to see whot mokes up odor. The lorge
circle in the drowing below represents o spot thot
is mognified mony times, so you con see it up close.
Creote o model of whqt you would see if you could
focus on one t¡ny spot ¡n the oret between the jor
ond your nose.

chaoge the modeling practice brings to classroom teaching is the expectation for students to construct and revise
mÒdels based on new evide¡rce to predict and explain

phenomena and to test solutions to various desiqn
problems in the context oflearning and using core ideas.
Students will be engaged in what it means to do science
because this is one major activity that drives scientiûc
work and thinking.
Often in science class, students are given the Ênal,
canonical scientiÊc model that scientists have developed
over numerous years, and little time is spent showing
them the evidence for the model or allowing them to construct models that will explain phenomena. -A.s a result,
often lea¡ners do not see a difference between the scientifrc model and the phenomena the model is predicting
and explaining, or the value ofthe model for explaining
and finding solutio r.s. The Frameuorþ emphasizes that
multiple models might explain a phenomena and that
students should improve models to fit new evidence.
It is important that science teachers engage students in
the rnodeling process. What do modeling practices look
like in the classroom? What are teachers expected to do
in their teaching?
It is important for students to construct models that
explain phçnomena, show how thei¡ models are consistent with their evidence, and explain the limitations
ofthose models. Following is one example of what this
might look like in a middle school classroom. Imagine a
sixth-grade class engaged in exploring core ideas from
fhe Frameworlz'sPS1.A: "Gases and liquids are made of
molecules or inert atoms that are moving about relative
to each other. In a liquid, the molecules are constantly
in contact with others; in a gas, they are widely spaced
except when they happen to collide." (NRC 2011, p. 5-a).
Blending this core ideawith the practice ofconstructing
and revising models, students could be asked to draw a
model ofhow the odor gets from the source to your nose
(Merritt and Kraj cik 2072; Merritt 2010). Srudents a¡e
asked to complete the task described in Figure 1.
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Lobel the ports ofyour model, so someone who looks
ot it will know whot the ports represent.

A student model ot the initiol stoge.
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Students are asked to makethis model three times dur-

A student's second ottempt ot
drowing o model of oir ond odor.

A student's model ot the end of the
unit.
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ing an eight-week unit that focuses on Core Idea PS1.A.
In each case, students need to include a key, the drawing,
and an explanation of the drawing. Students construct
their fustmodel on the fust day of the unit. Students walk
into class, and the teacher opens a container that contains
a strong odor (typically menthol) and asksthe students to
make a drawing (a representation) of how the odor gets
from the container to thei¡ noses. The students have had
no formal instruction on the particle nature of matter, ^All
they are expected to do is draw a feasible model consistent
with the evidence they might see ifthey had a very powerful instrument that would allow them to "see" the odor.
Typicaìly at this initial stage, students' models do
not match the scientifrc model. This is perfectly okay
as long as the student model is reasonable and feasible.
A.s previously reported (Novick and Nussbaum 1978),
students initially draw a continuous or cloud model to
represent the air and the odor. Figure 2, page 11, shows
an exarnple ofwhat students typically draw.
Next, students complete a series of investigations in
which they explore properties ofgases. For instance, they
use syringes to experience that gases are compressible
and expandable: You can add gas to or remove it from a
container with a fixed volume without changing the shape
ofthe container. Using these and related experiences, students are again challenged to create a new model of matter
to explain how an odor can get from a source to their noses
and what they would see ifthey had a special instrument
thât "sees" odor. Now, however, thei¡ models must be
consistent with the evidence they have regarding the prop erties ofgases (i.e. , gases can be expanded and compressed
and can be added to or taken away from a container with
a fixed volume). As Figure 3 shows, students now draw
models that a¡e more particulate in nature.
Älthough this model is still not consistent with tìe full
scientiÊc model, it has features consistent with scientilìc
models. The student now visualizes ai¡ and odor to consist

oftiny particles too small to see; the particles have space
between them and travel in shaight lines until they collide with other particles. There are some concerns with
the model. For instance, the model shows particles that
collide with the imaginary side of the magnited section.
The model, however, is consistent with the evidence
the student has collected: that a gas can be compressed,
expanded, and added to or taken away from a container

with a fixed volume.
Throughout the unit, students continue to collect additional evidence about the properties ofgases. For instance,
students explore the effect oftemperature on how fast a gas
travels by investigating the time it økes ammonia vapor to
change indicator paper blue when a test tube containürg
drops of ammonia is in a rva¡m versus cool water bath.
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Once students have developed theirownmodels, through
careful scaffolding by the teacher, they also develop a
class consensus model and explore computer simulations

rich and integrated model ofthe structure of
as being particulate in nature.
As Figure 4 indicates, at the end ofthe unit most students have developed models more consistent with the
scientiÊc model. The rnodel in Figure 4 shows that gases
(air and odor) are made up of tiny particles too small to
see, have space between them, move and collide into each
other, and change direction as a result of these collisions.
There is no indication ofthe particles colliding with the
imaginary walls of the magnified section. Moreover, the
student clearly points out there is nothing between the particles. These understandings form a foundation that can be
used to build more sophisticated models ofthe structure
of matter. What is important to realize in these examples
is that these student models account for all the evidence
they have regarding the properties ofgases. The student
was not told the features of the particle model but rather
developed the particle model through carefully supported
modeling activities in which students builtmodels based
upon evidence. This is the major feature of the modeling
practice: develóping and revising models,
to develop
gases,

a

liquids, and solids

tbey encounter in their lives, while engaging in an "effective r¡rethod ofinquiry." The modeling practices and
the example described in this article demonstrate science teaching as "effective method of inquiry into any
subject-matter. " This focus on fewer ideas blended with
scientifrc and engineering practices will allow teachers
and students time to do science by engaging in a range
of scientiûc practices, including creating and revising
models that can explain phenomena and that change as
more evidence is collected. Imagine the type of student
who emerges from 12th-grade science education after
repeatedly experiencing instruction since elementary
school that supported them in constructing and revising models to explain phenomenal These students will
form a different breed ofhigh school graduates who view
science as an "effective method of inquiry" and who
wiil serve as productive 21 st-century citizens 1o creatc a
sustainable planet. ¡
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Concluding Comment
Because A Frameunrh for K*12

l*ødfor

the Next Generation Scí-

ence Stønd.ørds.
Scícnce Educatìon em-

phasizes fewer ideas developed across K-12 science curriculum and blended with the use of scientilìc practices
and crosscutting elements, Next Generation Science
Standa¡ds will present a more coherent view of science
education that will engage students in the process of dorng scrence.

The U.S. science cu¡riculum has long suffered from
being disconnected and presenting too many ideas too superfrcially, often leaving students with disconnected ideas
that cannot be used to solve problems and explain phenomena they encounter in their everyday world. John Dewey
expressed this concerr, in 1910, and we continue to strive
so that students learn science in a more coherent manner.
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